creativity + summer = TEEN STUDIO

get your hands dirty

hang out with friends

meet like-minded people

play in a new medium

@ASLD

• Summer Teen Studio registration opens January 14, 2020
• ASLD membership is required for all Teen Studio classes
• Most classes are one week unless otherwise noted
• All classes are at ASLD, 200 Grant St., Denver

Become a member
Join your friends who help support the Art Students League of Denver as a unique resource for our community! Membership is required for all summer Teen Studio classes. You can purchase your membership online or over the phone when you register.

Membership levels
Youth (ages 6-17): $18 per year
Household (2+ people at one address): just $100 per year and everyone gets the benefits of membership!

For more information about membership or to sign up, go to ASLD.org.

Questions?
Find our registration FAQs and step-by-step guide at ASLD.org (choose Youth Programs, select Summer Camps). For all policies and procedures visit ASLD.org.

Finances a concern?
We have scholarships available on a first-come, first-served basis for families who demonstrate an interest in the arts, dedication to learning, and financial need. Scholarships range from partial to full registration fees based on income and availability of funds for youths. Please visit ASLD.org or call 303.778.6990 for an application.

Solicitud de becas disponible en español y inglés.

Safe Art
Committed to teaching our teen artists safer art practices, ASLD instructors are using low-hazard and classified non-toxic art materials, and building awareness around their use and disposal—protecting the artists and our fragile planet. Every teen will receive an education about safer art practices that will last a lifetime!

Express your unique ideas
in paint, illustration,
clay, ink, glass,
animation, photography,
assembled...and more!

Mark your calendars!
June 13-14
Great KidART activities on both days!

Looking for camp opportunities for younger kids? See our KidART Camp catalog.

As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, all camp registrations are final. There are no refunds, transfers or course credits. Thank you for your understanding.

Give to our Scholarship Program
Keep scholarship funds flowing to the promising artists of tomorrow
Making a donation is easy — just add a donation when you register for Summer Teen Studio at 303.778.6990 or at ASLD.org.
creations in kiln-class: necklace pendants
ruby dorchester
learn the fundamental concepts of fused glass as we explore multiple styles of necklace pendants and the techniques used to create them. students will leave the course with two finished and numerous experimental necklace pendants.
$150 + materials fee $25

two-week clay camp: 9am-noon beginning hand-building
lynn hurl
in this introduction to the potter’s wheel, students will learn to make pinch pots, wedge clay, center, and throw bowls and cylinders through a combination of demo, hands-on practice, and lots of encouragement. finishing pieces through throwing, surface decoration, and glazing will complete the process of getting a feel for the wheel. $270 + materials fee $30

not like bankey
adam tunnell
probably everyone has heard of Bankey these days, even shepard fairey, but what about meriden bankey? Why make street art? in this class we’ll ask those questions as we learn re-appropriating, stenciling, and anonymity art.
$150 + materials fee $25

screen printing
sir donald
learn the basics of screen printing — no experience required! participants will print from existing designs and images, learn how to make and build up layers of imagery in registration. everyone will go home with a handful of fresh colorful prints.
$150 + materials fee $25

watercolor techniques
deb rosenbaum
students will learn color fundamentals including: how to use watercolor paints, paper, water, and mixing, along with a variety of watercolor techniques. classroom will include exercises and projects, and participants will experiment with different styles of watercolor painting. $150 + materials fee $25

on repeat: intro to hold-making and casting
ruby dorchester
join wendy for this introductory mold making and casting course, where we’ll learn to create experimental clay objects using found objects and simple forms. you’ll become familiar with kilns, urethane rubbers, and casting resins, leaving the course with numerous completed castings, text pieces, and reusable relief masks.
$120 + materials fee $25

interdimensional art spa
karl poulsen
life can be overwhelming; can art help? the paintings and drawings we create in this class will be portals to calming and dream-like spaces. through visualization exercises, experiencing materials, and being in the moment, we will unlock the therapeutic powers of art. all ability levels welcome and encouraged.
$150 + materials fee $25

creating original characters
karl poulsen
start with quick, large-scale ink sketches with unusual tools and learn to manipulate ink for special effects. as the week progresses, gradually ink will become more specific and you’ll create vivid scenes and stories. with painting and drawing, we will explore the multitude of ways music can be expressed visually.
$150 + materials fee $25

pop art
shione maxwell
learn to paint like a pop artist with techniques in comic book, repetition, and 3d riders. $150 + materials fee $15

see the real thing
sir donald
see the real thing through the visual arts, music and arts! can create vivid scenes and stories. with painting and drawing, we will explore the multitude of ways music can be expressed visually.
$150 + materials fee $25

seeing music
karl poulsen
this class will explore the overlap of music and the visual arts. music can sometimes evoke abstract colors and shapes and lyrics can create vivid scenes and stories. with painting and drawing, we will explore the multitude of ways music can be expressed visually.
$150 + materials fee $25

stop-motion animation studio
drew hay
make your story come alive through character design and stop-motion animation techniques. you will walk away with valuable knowledge of the animation tools. $150 + materials fee $25

beyond a story
christina maldomando bad hand
learn how to use your art and story telling skills to create real change in your community. create and become a hero that transcends the pages of a comic book.
$130 + materials fee $25

two-week photography camp: 9am-noon photographic storytelling with alternative processes
jaqueline webster
decide the art of storytelling through photography! in this two-week camp we’ll create digital negatives, learn to make black and white images to tell our stories using cyanotype, van dye brown, and gum printing. we’ll also learn about the history of the processes and the photographers throughout history who have used them to tell their own stories. $300 + materials fee $10

 TWO-WEEK PHOTOGRAPHY CAMP: 9AM-NOON PHOTOGRAPHIC STORYTELLING WITH ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES
JAQUELINE WEBSTER
DECIDE THE ART OF STORYTELLING THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY! IN THIS TWO-WEEK CAMP WE’LL CREATE DIGITAL NEGATIVES, LEARN TO MAKE BLACK AND WHITE IMAGES TO TELL OUR STORIES USING CYANOTYPE, VAN DYE BROWN, AND GUM PRINTING. WE’LL ALSO LEARN ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THE PROCESSES AND THE PHOTOGRAPHERS THROUGHOUT HISTORY WHO HAVE USED THEM TO TELL THEIR OWN STORIES. $300 + MATERIALS FEE $10

pop art
shione maxwell
learn to paint like a pop artist with techniques in comic book, repetition, and 3d riders. $150 + materials fee $15

steampunk sea portal: 3d wall art
karen franklin
create a whimsical window into an antique ocean. sculpt bits of sea life, anchor, clockwork, found objects, and other treasures. learn techniques to cut and age your assemblage making it look as if it sat on the ocean floor! for a century finally, use bits of collage and touches of metallic paint to make a nautical masterpiece.
$130 + materials fee $25

screen printing
sir donald
learn the basics of screen printing — no experience required! participants will print from existing designs and images, learn how to make and build up layers of imagery in registration. everyone will go home with a handful of fresh colorful prints.
$150 + materials fee $25

two-week clay camp: 9am-noon beginning hand-building
lynn hurl
in this introduction to the potter’s wheel, students will learn to make pinch pots, wedge clay, center, and throw bowls and cylinders through a combination of demo, hands-on practice, and lots of encouragement. finishing pieces through throwing, surface decoration, and glazing will complete the process of getting a feel for the wheel. $270 + materials fee $30

all the lines
siratka bun
join wendy for this introductory mold making and casting course, where we’ll learn to create experimental clay objects using found objects and simple forms. you’ll become familiar with kilns, urethane rubbers, and casting resins, leaving the course with numerous completed castings, text pieces, and reusable relief masks.
$120 + materials fee $25

interdimensional art spa
karl poulsen
life can be overwhelming; can art help? the paintings and drawings we create in this class will be portals to calming and dream-like spaces. through visualization exercises, experiencing materials, and being in the moment, we will unlock the therapeutic powers of art. all ability levels welcome and encouraged.
$150 + materials fee $25

creating original characters
karl poulsen
start with quick, large-scale ink sketches with unusual tools and learn to manipulate ink for special effects. as the week progresses, gradually ink will become more specific and you’ll create vivid scenes and stories. with painting and drawing, we will explore the multitude of ways music can be expressed visually.
$150 + materials fee $25

pop art
shione maxwell
learn to paint like a pop artist with techniques in comic book, repetition, and 3d riders. $150 + materials fee $15

see the real thing
sir donald
see the real thing through the visual arts, music and arts! can create vivid scenes and stories. with painting and drawing, we will explore the multitude of ways music can be expressed visually.
$150 + materials fee $25

stop-motion animation studio
drew hay
make your story come alive through character design and stop-motion animation techniques. you will walk away with valuable knowledge of the animation tools. $150 + materials fee $25

beyond a story
christina maldomando bad hand
learn how to use your art and story telling skills to create real change in your community. create and become a hero that transcends the pages of a comic book.
$130 + materials fee $25